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COVID-19

Coronavirus will
catalyse innovation
in insurance
Traditional insurance products cannot keep pace
with the rapidly evolving technological ecosystems.
Insurance may see more ‘consumerisation’ and
customisation post-pandemic.
By Anoop Khanna
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Gig economy needs some
exclusives
According to Indian financial
daily Livemint there has been a
quadrupling in temporary hiring
during the pandemic with employers
hiring leadership-level talent on
contract. But these employees are the
first ones to come under the scanner
during a downturn.
“Insurance products that enable
the growing need for mobility and
social distancing and also address
risks associated with the pandemic,
would be another category of
products that would be expected and
accepted,” said Mr Arora.
“Insurance products that cover
micro-businesses and SMEs would
find wider acceptance. These new
and innovative policies would be able
to meet short-term needs of microbusinesses.”
Focus on risk mitigation too
A new class of insurance products
that will not only focus on risk
transfer but also help in preventing
and mitigating adverse events is
already in the making. Technology
start-ups like India-based Gypsee
are working with insurance
companies to pilot innovative ways
of measuring driving behaviour and
vehicle health to help prevent car
crashes.
“We will see more health
insurance innovations for
comprehensive digital health
offerings, including remote
diagnostics, tracing, monitoring,
real time advice (telemedicine),
pharmaceutical support, early
response communication and
international cover,” said Mr Arora.
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